
~: .I have Just become involved : of the entire gear. Cbec1dng four teeth
with the inspection, of gears in. 8. pro- approximately 90° apart yields a better
duction operation and wonder why the sampling of what might exist on the gear,
procedure specifies tbat four mvolote but is still [lot a.good sample size if the
checks most be made on each side of gear comes from an unknown source.
the tooth of the gear being produced, : But in dlis case at least, different teeth are
where one tooth. is cheeked and: examined in four separately removed
cluu1ed iio each qua.dmnt of the gear. regions on the gear circumference .
Why is this done? Thesepa_rticular One does not freely accept the use of
gears are cheeked in the pre.;shaved, such a small sampling on the profile UIl-

fmisb-shaved, and Lfter-heat-tr·eat til there is some evideneejhat the process is used to finish-machine a gear , then
condition, so a lot .of prDfile checking
must be dDne.
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is consistent and is under control. At least • considerations ofcertain interim quality
a few gears must be checked for profile levels between the pre-shave cutting of
in a number of positions across the face,

AllIer': The inv.olute or profile check as well as many teeth around the gear
is one oftl:te elemental cheeks made dur- perimeter, to assure this ...The shaving
ing the process of inspecting gears ..The process, for example, does have a CaR-

others include lead or parallelism,. tooth sistency in its process, and the four pro-
spacing, and runout ..In. dris case, refer- file checks are reasonably sufficient once .
ence is made only to the element of pro- . some historical data is developed, and the ~
file. wltichis usually based ana modified gear is in production.
involute curve, where the modifications On gears with smaller numbers of
may include tip relief,or both tip and root teeth, the runout error can cause 8. scat-
flank relief, called involute crowning ..
Routinely. the results of this check are
recorded as a trace ana chart,and the
results are verified by reference to a pro--
file diagram Dr .oK" chart, usually sup-
ported by some additional, written dimen-
sional limits, such as profile inclination,
fonn inclination averagiag, form rever-
sals, holes, or steps.

Ordinarily, the profile dleck is made
in the center plane oftl:t.egear tooth face,
and this only shows the conditions in a
very narrow band traced by the sensing
stylUS.. In other words, the check only
examines a very narrow slice of the en-
tire tooth flank. Consider that usually
many teeth in the gear are tested ..Then
checking .onlyone trace on one tooth is
a poor way of'judgingtae profile merits

tering of the involute traces for the four
quadrants checked, Frequently the over-
all profile error from tip to mot,taken
from the four checks, is averaged, can-
celling the runout effect.

Then, of course, the same inspection
procedure must be done for the opposite
tooth flaak, usuaHy working to the same
tolerances ..Planet gears and idlergears
must work on both flanks, while other
gears may be identified .ClS to driving or
foUowing flanks and might be toleranc-
ed separately.

The quality demands made ongea:rs
specifically for involute or profile con-
trol are usually related primarily to. the
final quality level required and second-
ariJy to the manufacturing methods em-
ployed. When. the gear shaving process

the gear and the shaving process are
essential, because in the shaving process,
no external rotational contra] is present,
and the gear being shaved is its own
steering or guiding element, and its pre-
shaved accuracy will affect me final
shaved accuracy level. In other words,
pre-shaved accuracy can cantril] Ihe
results after shaving. The better the
gear before shaving, the better the gear
after shaving ..

If a gear is subjected. to a heat treating
process after the shaving operation, then
the gear must be again inspected toas-
sure the final quality level is met. Ob-
viously this means some adjusttnents and
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Oueadon: As we monitor the wear
___________________________ ....... ,1 oocurring on hobs in our gear cut-

ting operation, we notice that some
different wear patterns develop. Most
of the time they .appear as edge wear
where a definite wear land on the
hob tooth. side Rank. develops. At otber
times, the edge wear seems less, but.
a defmite wear gouge oocurs on the
hob tooth cutting face. What causes.
the differeooes·?
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allowances must be prescribed in the
dimensioning of the shaved profile in
anticipation of changes during the ther-
mal processing.

Today some of the monotony
associated with manual profile inspec-
tion, recording, and analysis can be
reduced with the use of programmable
computer controlled gear inspection
equipment. It can. also be highly useful
when extensive checking must be done
when doing developmental work: or do-
ing troubleshooting work.

AIls!'..; Factors involved in the develop-
ment of wearpeuems on rotary cutting
tools, such as gear hobs, include the work
material, hardnessand microstructure,
tool material. hardness, surface 6JJish,
surface treatment and special coatings,
machine-tool-work rigidity and guid-
ance, hob shifting methods, cutting
speeds, feed rates, and eoolants. Even
things, such as climb or conventional.
cutting, and gear part geometry, such as
helix angle or pressure angle, can have
an influence.

In spite of all these variables, we can
make some observations of average re-
snits seen on the cutting of typical car-
burizing gear steels being cut in the 180
BHN hardness range using uncoated
bobs made of M-2 or M-3 high-speed
steels. Usually the wear patterns ob-
served can be divided into four cate-
gories. First, edge wear; second, face
gouging or cratering: third, edge chip-
ping; and last, peel back.

Edge wear alone is frequently found on
single stan or singlethread hobs, where



feediing the hob fast enough to utilize
available machine power is possible.
Because of the many available hob flutes
and a limited feed rate. the tool cutting
edge flank is abraded. This is due to a
light chip load!per tooth and!is caused by
skating or rubbing. This condition can be
seen on any hob being applied with a tight
drip load per tooth.

Cratering is usually the result of sub-
stantial feed rates coupled with the use of
high production ..multiple-start boos. The
available power of the hobbing machine
can be utilized. and substantially heavy
chip loads are imposed 00 the hob t.ooth.
face. abrading away a pocket or crater
area near the cutting edge where the chip
impinges. Edge or flank wear, although.
also present, IIlsually appears less severe
when compared with the amount of
cratering. If the crater wear approaches

the cutting edge, it is probable that edge
chipping wiU ultimately occur.

Chipping can also be caused by brit-
tleness at the cutting edge from higher
hardness, higher alloyed, high-speed
steels, or from a surface treatment, such
as nritridi~g.Ifa drip does occur, and the
tool continues running, further edge
damage can be seen asa washed out area
nucleating at the chip. This is called peel
back, and usually the evidence of the
'originating problem, such as a. micro-
chip, is gone. Peel back can progress
very quicldy when a tool is operating at
high production speeds and feeds,

The use 'Of titanium nitride as a tool
coating bas proven successful at deterring
tool wear on bobs used in cutting steel
materials, A single coating which re-
mains on the side flanks of the bob, even
after the face sharpening operation. is
helpful when flank wear is predominant.
Ifcratering occurs, then the recoating of
the tools may be necessaryatter each
sharpening to protect the tooth face .• 1
Address yo.ur gearing questions to Gear
Technology, P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove,
u; 60()()9, or call (708) 437-6604,
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